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FRP Solutions For The Moa Point Shelter

The Moa Point animal shelter replaced their old wooden kennels with our striking yellow and black 
FRP guarding mesh. 
The new cages will be an improvement for both the staff and the animals at the shelter, says Team 
Leader Animal Services, Damian Nunns. 
“The new cages are much easier to clean for the staff. They are also much warmer and more 
comfortable for the dogs.” 
Our guarding mesh was the ideal replacement. It is durable, hard-wearing, easy to clean, and does 
not deteriorate from moisture with kennels frequently washed down. It is also lightweight and 
easy to assemble. It is visually appealing, with no sharp edges, and can be customised on-site to 
suit the application. 
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We put our FRP Guarding to the Test

Chemically Inactive
Highly resistant to corrosion and won’t leach 

into the environment.

UV Tested
UV tested to ensure the mechanical properties 

are not subject to degradation.

Low Maintenance
Does not require surface protection.
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In-House Design Service

FRP offers a full in-house design service to help you work out what’s required to transform your 
current space into a modern, smart-looking and functional kennel environment.
Talk to us today about your requirements, and we can indicate the time and cost required to 
create design drawings and provide a quote for the materials to bring your project to fruition.

Reference: Moa Point Animal Shelter Gets Some TLC. wellington.govt. https://wellington.govt.nz/news-and-events/
news-and-information/our-wellington/2021/05/moa-point-animal-shelter-upgrade
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